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CFSC Holiday Gathering 2018 
Pictures provide by Jim Tinkoff & Ricky Padua 

 
The crowd is gathering, the food is being placed and the prizes are on display. 

Mike Shumacher staffing the reception table.       Raffle tickets being sold.          Bill Goglas being a collector. 
     

 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The food is being consumed. 
 

The room is filling. 
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    The great variety of food was laid out for all to feast. 
 

 
The room is full and everyone is well fed! 

 
The 2018 Holiday Gathering went off without a hitch.  Thank you to everyone who participated in such a wonderful 
bonding event.  A total of 57 signed in, which included many spouses and even one grandchild! 
 
The winner who had the correct (right on the nose) guess for the Express Envelope that was hanging was our own Roy 
Anderson with $6.59.  Congrats to Roy who walked with $51.  The GLUE Awards for 2018 were announced.  After a 
brief interlude that involved citrus, an apple and an onion the winners were determined; David M. Allen, $50 cash; Tom 
Lera, $20 cash; Mike Schumacher, $20 cash; Phillip Fettig, $10 door prize; A. Stephen Patrick, $10 door prize; Gene 
Perry, $10 door prize.  Gene Perry won the first annual “onion award” ($10 door prize) for his daring selection that did 
not follow accepted norms.  Mel Borofsky received a runner up $10 door prize for being so, so close to the finishing 
group.  The birthday winner for the fourth quarter of 2018, was Jean Schiender with a $10 door prize.  Attendance awards 
were given to Robert Conner, Rodney Robertson, David Zambon and Don DeGraw in the amount of a $10 door prize.  
Finally the art work donated by Anne Pullin was won by Norman (husband of Bonnie Streeter).  All in all, it was a great 
night.  Special acknowledgements to A. Stephen & Linda Patrick for handling the coordination; Robert Fisher for bring 
the ice filled cooler.  Of course thank you to everyone who helped to make this event a success.  Your efforts are noted 
and appreciated.  (Thank you to A & R Stamps for the donation of the Mystery Box that was auctioned.) 


